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5 Common Pitfalls in
Current State Analysis

Episode 14 - How Do I
Relate to My Stakeholder
Better?

Save $25 NOWSave $25 NOW

Influencing Without
Authority (Classroom)

Understanding the current
state is arguably the
biggest step for a Business
Analyst or Product Owner
on a new project to take.
Projects, processes, and
systems have a rich history
that is typically complex.
The larger the
organization, the more
complexity that is in play.
User perceptions,
stakeholder expectations,
the political landscape and
many other factors help or

Episode 14 - How do I
relate to my stakeholder
better? Time to head down
to the bat cave to answer
this week's question. 
Check out the latest
episode of Ask Bob the BA
where Bob gives you hints
at dealing with your
stakeholders more
effectively. Thanks for all
the great questions - keep
them coming!

Discount Code:Discount Code:
SAVE25NOWSAVE25NOW

The key to getting work
done is through political
and collaborative skills.
 How do you get the
cooperation of those that
you have no authority
over?  In this workshop we
won't just talk about the
science - we will discuss
practical every day
application.
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hinder the ability of the
Business Analyst to
acquire an understanding
of the current state.
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Upcoming Class ScheduleUpcoming Class Schedule
Save 10% with group registrations!

Influencing Without Authority 
(Classroom)

Apr 21, 2017 - THIS FRIDAY!

The key to getting work done is through political and
collaborative skills.  How do you get the cooperation of
those that you have no authority over?  In this workshop we
won't just talk about the science - we will discuss practical
every day application.

Discount Code: SAVE25NOW to save $25 off the regular
price!

The Agile Business Analyst 
(Virtual - Online)

May 22, 2017

There are many approaches to Agile but few address how
business analysis is done within the approach. 
Unfortunately many teams are struggling and wondering
why they don't have a business analyst.  There is more to it
than a user story right?

The Agile Business Analyst
(Classroom)

Jun 2, 2017

There are many approaches to Agile but few address how
business analysis is done within the approach. 
Unfortunately many teams are struggling and wondering
why they don't have a business analyst.  There is more to it
than a user story right?

Influencing Without Authority
(Virtual - Online)

Jul 7, 2017
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The key to getting work done is through political and
collaborative skills.  How do you get the cooperation of
those that you have no authority over?  In this workshop we
won't just talk about the science - we will discuss practical
every day application.

Business Analysis Street Smarts
(Virtual - Online)

Aug 18, 2017

Are you faced with increasingly complex challenges,
seemingly insurmountable problems, your unique culture,
and the unknowns that some days make your job
impossible?  This class provides real-world scenarios that
give you the streets smarts for greater success.
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